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 People may think there is only such a thing as an Absolute Villain; however, there has 

been an odd trend as of late in the media and books regarding villains.  Rather than what is 

referred to as the Absolute Villain, there is an assortment of Humanized Villains.  Some 

examples ah such occurrences are in the film produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and directed 

by Victor Fleming, The Wizard of Oz, Absolute villain, and Gregory Maguire’s best seller 

Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West, Humanized Villain.  It is true they 

are both the same villain, but the contexts are completely different between the two; there is a 

significant contrast between the two types of villain.  

 The Absolute Villain is in a good vs. evil viewpoint.  They are as the name suggests 

absolute in their resolve to do what is wrong, and they despise everything that is right.  This type 

of villain described the Wicked Witch of the West in the Wizard of Oz film.  In the motion 

picture especially, the witch was meant to be extremely ominous and dark.  Even her “army of 

winged monkeys” is now a well known icon of fear.  Whether she was poisoning poppy fields, 

attacking with beasts, kidnapping puppies, or attempting to burn a protagonist to death, this 

witch is one that everyone unified will hate, and is seen to be pure evil.  Interesting enough the 

witch was also weak to water, a well known purifying element in religion and lore, comparing 

her to that of a demon. 

 Not all villains are demonic beings with stone hearts, Wicked’s main character Elphaba is 

an example of a Humanized Villain.  The difference is that this villain is not hated in a unified 

fashion; moreover, they tend to have a split group, composed of sympathizers in addition to the 

despisers.  The Humanized Villain is noticeably known for being fallible, and having a tortured 

or unfortunate past.  This set Elphaba on an express lane to psychological and emotional 
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distortion.  Also the absence of a healthy caring individual worked as a deterrent for compassion.  

This combination in human society would create a sociopath serial killer, but in the Land of Oz, 

it created the Wicked Witch of the West.  Despite all these setbacks Elphaba seemed to continue 

on, ending a struggle as if a hero.  She even showed the capability to love.  When Fiyero 

approached her she replied “I loved you too much to keep in touch” (Maguire 240).  An Absolute 

Villain is in capable of love, the closest action a villain would use is vendetta for a fallen 

allegiance.  Still there is no emotion in such a situation, merely honor.  Continuing on the topic 

of Fiyero, she did indeed have an affair with him, yet it was not under the context of 

manipulative seduction.  It was legitimate and emotional care and attraction.  Such an emotion of 

love is strictly taboo with an evil villain.  Love represents a virtue, while villains only know of 

sin.    Sure Elphie committed atrocities, but it may have been because she had only known such 

in her past.  She was bad because she did not know any way to be good.  

 A Humanized Villain and an Absolute Villain are definitely different.   


